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(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta(1st June,1992)
 
Hi..This is Vish..! ! .
I would like to share that i use to love reading poems since childhood days, after
a few years back i started to write lines & phrases and slowly use to convert into
first i use to think that poem-writing is no use to me, but soon i realised that it's
only poem who can change the thoughts of peoples. Despite of overload
pressures of my office work, i spare my leisure hours in writing poems and i'm
really grateful to all my friends and readers for sparing their valuable time in
reading and commenting on my poems.
It's like I realized that way down inside, I've always been lonely for something.
But I don't know what for. It's like everybody in the world want's something.
Only they never really know exactly what it is - they just keep finding out what
it's not.
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&gt;-Loneliness-&Lt;
 
I'm not home,
But sitting here in my room,
Staring at the broken piece of door,
Staring at the world, out the window,
I can see the dark clouds,
Thundering and hovering over me..! ! !
 
The room is damp, dark and cold,
Feels like, i h've been burried very deep,
It's making me insane.
Feels like, got lost in barren land,
Dying for tiny drops of water....! ! !
 
I wanna come out, live my life,
Gotta see the beauty of the world,
And, try to tell myself,
But could never gather that strength..! ! !
 
It's just I, me & myself,
Walking down an empty road,
Stuck in a web of loneliness,
Heading towards the cruel world,
Putting up a fake smile,
Coz, i know they would never understand,
The heartaches, i have been witnessing..! ! ! ! .
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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-&Gt;Lonely Street&Lt;- (Song Version)
 
Where this place called 'LONELY STREET'..! ! !
I am lukin for dizz lonely street,
I hve a sad, sad tale to tell,
Need a break, and go to hell....
(on backroungd note)
werezzzzz dat fu##in street...! ! ! !
(drums beat enter..)
Where this place called 'LONELY STREET'..! !
A place where just lonliness,
Where dim light, brings forgetfulness,
Where broken dreams and sad memories meet,
Where this place called 'LONELY STREET'..! ! !
 
(on backroungd note)
werezzzzz dat fu##in street...! ! ! ! (drums beat enter..)
ooh-oh-oh-oh-wah
ooh-yay- yay-yay-yeah..
only the lonely
(guitar wid finishin moves...)
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Head Faced - Lonliness
 
When i feel lonely,
I feel thrown away,
Locked in a cold dark closet,
I see all grey,
I can't get out,
Coz i feel scared...
 
All i see is lost hope,
A deep hole with red dirt,
I need to get back,
I think i am stuck,
It'zzz such a lonely, lonely, lonely day...
 
Tunnel's gettin longer,
I see no light,
My head is spinning like a crazy top,
Someone make it stop,
 
You shot me once agan.
But this time,
It's deep inside my chest...
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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I Wanna A Girl..!
 
I wanna a girl,
A girl with Brave Heart,
A girl with an Winning Smile,
A girl who will make me laugh,
A girl who is beautiful,
A girl who is Kind And Strong.
 
I wanna A girl, A good one,
A girl who don't struts,
A girl who don't fuss,
A girl who's not a bling - bling,
A girl who will stand with me
A girl who will make my Heart Race
 
I wanna a girl,
A girl who is something special,
A girl who is loving,
A girl with great patience,
A girl I would be lucky to know,
A girl you'd dream About.
 
I wanna a girl,
A girl who will be my Kryptonite,
I want a girl I'd fight for,
A girl who makes me think,
A girl who feeds me,
A girl who will look After me,
A girl I'd write poetry for.
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Lonely Day...
 
WHEN I FEEL LONELY,
I FEEL THROWN AWAY,
LOCKED IN A COLD DARK CLOSET,
I SEE ALL GREY,
I CAN'T GET OUT,
COZ I FEEL SCARED (L'L)  BIT...
 
ALL I SEE IS LOST HOPE,
A DEEP HOLE WITH RED DIRT,
I NEED TO GET BACK,
I THINK I AM STUCK,
IT'zzz SUCH A LONELY, LONELY, LONELY DAY...
 
TUNNEL'S GETTIN LONGER,
I SEE NO LIGHT,
MY HEAD IS SPINNING LIKE A CRAZY TOP,
SOMEONE MAKE IT STOP,
 
YOU SHOT ME ONCE AGAN.
BUT THIS TIME,
IT's DEEP INSIDE MY CHEST...
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Lookout Of My Life...
 
I can see the,
Death of the dream,
I can feel the,
Burnt of the sun...! ! !
 
No..no..you didn't get mee...! !
 
The pressure is high,
Demons on road,
It'zz the funny-feeling,
Or, that i'm affected with PSYCHOSIS..! ! !
 
YEAH..It'zz true,
Hard to believe,
I have been CURSED,
Or, the PILLS affecting mee..! ! !
 
I BELIEVE...MY FATE IS A JERK,
I BELIEVE...MYSELF ADDICTED TO THE PAIN,
I CAN'T TAKE THIS FEELING ANYMORE,
I REALIZE...
IT'ZZ JUST THE BEND,
NOT THE LIFE-END..! ! !
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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'Love Of My Life'...? ? ?
 
I just got off my bed
Afraid, awake and amazed
Coz it's just YOU over my mind
It's only YOUUUUUU….! ! ! ! !
 
I could see those magical eyes,
The beauty of your smile
The sexy legs of yours
The juicy lips of yours
All I could say, THE GIRL of my dreams…
 
I just remember..
The days we spent together
The hours we smiled together
The minutes we kissed together
All those unforgettable moments, puts smile on my face..
 
Hey,
All I want is &quot;YOU&quot;
All I want is &quot;HAPPINESS&quot;
All I want is &quot;LOVE OF MY LIFE&quot;
¦¦¦
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Music.... My Llife
 
I hear the music
The music is playing
The music is soft
The music is now fading
The music is gone..! !
 
Which means so is my life
No music means no life
The music is gone
So on and gone...! !
 
Come back to me
My Music.....
The beginning of life
The pretty music
The wonderful Music..! !
 
Oh no...
What Do i see..
The music is fading again
I love the music
The music is gone
Good bye music
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Someone
 
I want someone to call me,
Someone to light up my face,
Someone to hear, when I speak,
Someone to hold me.
 
Someone to wash my pains,
Someone who understand me,
Little help of that someone,
Healing hands of that someone.
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Sometimes
 
Sometimes, i feel der's no reason,
why was i brought up,
i'm just here sitting in an empty room,
trying to forget the past,
All i want to do is to,
trade this life wid new one...
 
Sometimes, i feel der's no reason,
The world to see meee,
Coz, they would never understand the pain,
i have beeen witnessin....
 
Sometimes, i feel that,
I'm gettin bettr...or.,
jus gettin addicted to the pains..
 
i'm juss walkin down an empty street,
listening to my own foot steps,
juss wanderin, wether on this mighty earth.
der'z any other person,
who's as lonely as me...! ! ! !
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Spells Of Love..&Lt;3 &Lt;3 &Lt;3
 
Oh Love…
I’ m your tricky wand
You my beautiful magician
Swing me with those beautiful spells…
 
Oh Love…
You are like the Golden Snitch
I have been looking for all my life
You are my endless strife…
 
Oh Love…
In Mirror of Erised
I could see you
I could see us…
 
Oh Love…
You are my lifeline
Our love is entwine
Without you, my life is like the Curse of Cruciatus…
 
Oh Love…
When you slip your fingers into mine
The memory always lingers
Spell of Obliviate won’t erase these memories
 
Oh Love…
With no words spoken at all
When I'm lost, staring at you
When you are in my arms
Spell of Expelliarmus won’t disarm you
 
Oh Love…
On your sorrow days
With the spell of Expecto Patronum
I would protect you from all the dementors…
 
Oh Love…
The Elder Wand, the Resurrection Stone and the Cloak of Invisibility
Together the Deathly hallows
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But, my love for you is much more powerful…
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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Walking Down An' Empty Street'..
 
Sometimes, i feel there's no reason,
Why was i brought up,
I'm just here sitting in an empty room,
Trying to forget the past,
All i want to do is to,
Trade this life wid new one...
 
Sometimes, i feel there's no reason,
The world to see meee,
Coz, they would never understand the pain,
I have been witnessing....
 
Sometimes, i feel that,
I'm gettin better...or.,
Just getting addicted to the pains..
 
I'm just walking down an empty street,
listening to my own foot steps,
juss wandering, whether on this mighty earth.
der'z any other person,
Who's as lonely as me...! ! ! !
 
(c) Vish.. Vishnu Gupta
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